DANCE OUT LOUD

CONCEIVED & DIRECTED BY RHONDA MILLER
CHOREOGRAPHERS: AGNES DEMILLE STAGED BY PAUL SUTHERLAND, CHERICE BARTON, JEREMY DUVALL, LAUREN GAUL, JESSICA HENDRICKS, SCOTT JOVOVICH, JOSE LIMON STAGED BY JONATHAN RIEDEL, JENNIFER LITTLEFIELD, RHONDA MILLER, MANDY MOORE, ALISA PARADOWSKI, GREGG RUSSELL, STEPHANIE TORBIK

COSTUME DESIGN: ANGELA WENDT * LIGHTING DESIGN: GRAHAM KINDRED
STAGE MANAGER: AUSTIN KLICH

FRI. APRIL 26 @ 8PM, SAT. APRIL 27 @ 3PM & 8PM
THE MICHAEL SCHIMMEL CENTER FOR THE ARTS, NYC CAMPUS
TICKETS: WEB.OVATIONTIX.COM/TRS/PR/922120 (STUDENTS: $8, ADULTS: $12)